
SHOULD INDIA GO FOR WAR AGAINST

Whether India goes to war with Pakistan now is a decision to be taken by India should go for covert action against the
terrorist ring leaders.

No party could afford to neglect public opinion. Pakistan gets its strength from disgruntled Kashmiris. The
worst thing about Pakistan is not that its democracy is illusory, but that it has to keep its people â€” degraded
and impoverished through internal strife and corruption â€” entertained through violence directed against
India. It's irrational â€” and unfair â€” to assume that all Kashmiris want a life of violence and mourning. By
playing into the hands of the Pakistani military oligarchy, we disempower the people of Pakistan all the more.
For better, for worse, Kashmir is in the eye of the international community as well. Kashmir Pakistan has
downgraded diplomatic ties with India and suspended trade with its neighbour as the political row over the
disputed territory of Kashmir escalates. No, they don't represent all Kashmiris. These patterns will keep
changing and our effort must be to stay a step ahead of these designs. But, being a democracy, we have to
believe that the power of the people will prevail someday. Likewise Pakistan's first moves are largely
symbolic. Decades of mutual cooperation, technology transfer, training, equipment sales, and of course a
common enemy, have welded our two adversaries into a formidable joint force. As a person whose vocation is
spiritual, I would look beyond the compulsions and stereotypes of realpolitik. Kashmir is not a territorial issue.
That necessitates a stable and peaceful environment. Kashmir and Pakistan are among the few foreign policy
topics that have real electoral resonance. If the consequences of waging wars were to visit on those who whip
up war hysteria, peace would have rested on surer foundations. We welcome your comments at ideas. The
authors of confrontation are never hurt or inconvenienced. Lots of leads, some designed to mislead, come from
the ground. The ministry demanded Pakistan take "immediate and verifiable action against terrorists and terror
groups operating from territories under its control to create conducive atmosphere in the region free of terror".
Pakistan , India , Terrorism , Pulwama terrorist attack The views and opinions expressed in this article are
those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of DailyO. Both claim the
territory, which is now divided between them by a fortified line of control. Disguised Pakistani troops who
had infiltrated into the valley to incite rebellions were caught by the locals and promptly handed over to the
Indian security forces. India's move in Kashmir comes as Pakistan's relations with America appeared to be
suddenly warming. Our politicians are not enough matured and they would never be View from Pakistan After
Imran Khan took over as Pakistan's prime minister last August, he promised to take two steps forward for
every one step by India to forge friendly ties. Writer Author is an Arya Samaj scholar and a social activist.
That is called letting off steam.


